
A TEAM Class List (Prices are per Semester)
Online Fall 2020Campus Fall 2020Semester

Rachna PatelRead to Succeed! Monday 9:20am-10:30am $350
Read to Succeed...With Fun Indeed! Phonetics, Letters, Sight Words, Vocab, Spelling, Comprehension, Presentations, and
Interactive Games....learn to read through fun and highly motivating activities! Lessons will be customized to your child's reading
level! For more information, you may reach me at patelrp1986@gmail.com

K-3 14 8/31/202
0

12/14/2020

Madame AtomA.T.O.M. Science Club Monday 10:40am-11:50am$500
A.T.O.M. Science Club is an exciting adventure club. Members discover the incredible connections among atoms, molecules, living
organisms, and our universe. Through hands-on experiments and more we study chemistry (atoms), physics (energy and matter and
how they interact), biology (life study), and astronomy (the universe). This scientific foundation gives a solid understanding of
science and love of learning that stays with them for a lifetime.

Visit the website www.atomscienceclub.com.

2-3 14 8/31/202
0

12/14/2020

Micah RosenheimChess Monday 10:40am-11:50am$230
Class covers all aspects of chess including many of the tactical techniques such as knight fork, discovered check, and removal of
the guard. Will cover topics in the openings, middle game, and endings.

Students are expected to know how the pieces move and have an interest to play and learn.

Playing time will be on line with chess.com with their classmates.

2-High 14 8/31/202
0

12/14/2020

Rachna PatelDIY Crafts: Makin' It Real! Monday 10:40am-11:50am$450
Get creative & spark up your imagination! Here's a great opportunity to enhance & develop artistic and motor skills through crafting,
painting, building, designing, and so much more! We'll be making several personalized projects such as t-shirts, canvas paintings,
holiday-themed projects, & even a LEGO project! Students will need basic supplies: acrylic paints, paint brushes markers, scissors,
glue, and tape. Other supplies will be provided by me!
For more info: patelrp1986@gmail.com

4-Middle 14 8/31/202
0

12/14/2020



A TEAM Class List (Prices are per Semester)
Online Fall 2020Campus Fall 2020Semester

Rachna PatelCrunchin' #'s With Math Games Monday 12:30pm-1:30pm $350
Students will be actively involved in learning - and will have a blast! This will be an exciting class where students will learn critical
thinking and mathematical reasoning in the context of games, stories and puzzles.You will soon notice how your kiddos think and
respond to new ideas! My goal is to provide repeated opportunities for students to play games, and then let the mathematical ideas
emerge as they notice new patterns, relationships, and strategies. For more info: patelrp1986@gmail.com

K-3 14 8/31/202
0

12/14/2020

Madame AtomA.T.O.M. Science Club Monday 12:30pm-2:40pm $750
A.T.O.M. Science Club is an exciting adventure club. Members discover the incredible connections among atoms, molecules, living
organisms, and our universe. Through hands-on experiments and more we study chemistry (atoms), physics (energy and matter and
how they interact), biology (life study), and astronomy (the universe). This scientific foundation gives a solid understanding of
science and love of learning that stays with them for a lifetime.

Visit the website www.atomscienceclub.com.

Middle-High 14 8/31/202
0

12/14/2020

Ilene  MarksLiterature Discussion Club Monday 2:50pm-3:50pm $290
Books, discussions, projects 2-6th.   Students will read inspiring stories about challenges, triumphs & goals. Discussions can be
about complex social issues, yet thought provoking & intriguing.  Projects creatively correspond to the stories. Class enhances
writing, public speaking, problem solving & critical thinking skills. Book list to be sent in advance.  Book lengths vary from short
stories to novels.  Look forward to fabulous, creativity & engaging conversations.  Fun while learning!

2-5/6 14 8/31/202
0

12/14/2020

Madame AtomHuman Brain Monday 2:50pm-3:50pm $500
Human Brain

We will study the brain by first learning how it's smallest unit, the brain cell, works. We will learn about the parts of the brain and
study what each part does. We will marvel over the 5 senses and understand how they work together to enable us to perceive the
world around us. Finally you will learn about your own learning style, explore thinking, learning, and memory and then discuss how
you can best use your own brain most effectively when you study!

4-High 14 8/31/202
0

12/14/2020



A TEAM Class List (Prices are per Semester)
Online Fall 2020Campus Fall 2020Semester

Rachna PatelRead to Succeed! Tuesday 9:20am-10:30am $350
Read to Succeed...With Fun Indeed! Phonetics, Letters, Sight Words, Vocab, Spelling, Comprehension, Presentations, and
Interactive Games....learn to read through highly motivating activities! Lessons will be customized to your child's reading level! For
more information, you may reach me at patelrp1986@gmail.com

K-3 14 9/1/2020 12/15/2020

Patricia ChristensenSpanish Made Easy For MS - ONLINE Tuesday 9:20am-10:30am $350
SPANISH MADE EASY FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL ONLINE - IMMERSION CLASS

Spanish instruction through Games, Dialogues, Storytelling, Skits, and Recipes. These weekly classes will focus on conversational
Spanish, and basic grammar. Students will learn to read a simple book in Spanish, and answer comprehension questions. Cultural
Teachings. This engaging course will give students a good foundation of the Spanish language.

Instructor: Patricia C Christensen MA. Native Speaker

Middle-High 14 9/1/2020 12/15/2020

Rachna PatelHome Economics & Life Skills Tuesday 10:40am-11:50am$350
Important skills to know for everyday life. Child Development; Social Skills; Education & Community Awareness; Home Management
& Design; Food Prep; Health & Hygiene
Learn cool life hacks such as room organization tips, quick tips to fold laundry, manage money, all kinds of how-to’s to enhance life
in general!
For more information, you may reach me at patelrp1986@gmail.com

2-5/6 14 9/1/2020 12/15/2020



A TEAM Class List (Prices are per Semester)
Online Fall 2020Campus Fall 2020Semester

Patricia ChristensenSpanish Made Easy For Kids -
ONLINE

Tuesday 10:40am-11:50am$350
SPANISH MADE EASY FOR KIDS - IMMERSION CLASS
A play-based approach to learning a foreign language. Spanish instruction through Games, Songs, Dialogue, Storytelling, Skits and
Recipes. Students will explore the basics of conversational Spanish. In this weekly class, students will learn basic vocabulary,
introduction to simple verbs and foundational phrases. This engaging and playful course will give students a good foundation of the
Spanish language.

Patricia C Christensen MA. Native Speaker

2-5/6 14 9/1/2020 12/15/2020

Ilene  MarksLanguage Smarts Tuesday 12:30pm-1:30pm $350
A comprehensive literacy and critical thinking program designed to improve a student’s reading, writing, spelling, punctuation,
grammar & creativity. Classes help build stronger writing and communication skills by deepening the understanding of the English
language. Projects include journaling, narrative, opinion & information writing plus creating poetry.   Classes enhance problem
solving & public speaking skills. Students use their own workbooks provided.  Fun while learning!

2-3 14 9/1/2020 12/15/2020

Ilene  MarksPublic Speaking-Movie/Sport
Theme

Tuesday 2:50pm-3:50pm $290
Practice, practice, practice!  Improve self-confidence with this important skill in a comical & nurturing way.  Activities include
interviews, jokes, poems, debates & creating a How To Presentation.  Students share monologues from plays & Disney movies.
Plus, learn the basics to prepare & structure an effective speech. They discover tools to articulate that information, while improving
their posture, eye contact & body language.  New/current PS students welcome. Lessons last a lifetime.

2-5/6 14 9/1/2020 12/15/2020



A TEAM Class List (Prices are per Semester)
Online Fall 2020Campus Fall 2020Semester

Patricia  C
Christensen

Spanish 1 A-G (HS) ONLINE Tue & Thu 12:30pm-1:30pm $400
SPANISH 1 A-G ONLINE - IMMERSION CLASS
This course is designed to follow state standards. Lessons include activities to develop reading, vocabulary, pronunciation,
conversation practice, and  grammar instruction. This course introduces students to the culture and history of the Spanish language
while actively developing students’ ability to read, comprehend, write, and speak in Spanish.  Instructor: Patricia C Christensen, MA -
Native Speaker

High 14 9/1/2020 12/17/2020

Victoria  KazarianEnglish 1 (a-g grade 9) Tue & Thu 1:40pm-2:40pm $400
No one should have to dread writing! My goal in this class is to grow a love of writing by encouraging students to write what they feel
passionate about. This high school-level class (based on grade 9 standards) is for students looking to work on writing skills, literary
analysis, grammar and vocabulary.  Students will keep a writing journal, with entries due at each class.This class is a-g approved,
but I also welcome students not taking the a-g track.

High 14 9/1/2020 12/17/2020

Victoria  KazarianAmerican Literature (a-g grade 11) Tue & Thu 2:50pm-3:50pm $400
American Literature traces the exciting history of our country through its literature, from colonial times to the pursuit of the American
Dream in the 21st century. We'll read works by American writers and learn to respond to fiction and nonfiction, also
working on all steps of the writing process. This class is a-g approved but also open to students not taking the a-g track.

High 14 9/1/2020 12/17/2020



A TEAM Class List (Prices are per Semester)
Online Fall 2020Campus Fall 2020Semester

Madame AtomA.T.O.M. Science Club Wednesday10:40am-11:50am$500
A.T.O.M. Science Club is an exciting adventure club. Members discover the incredible connections among atoms, molecules, living
organisms, and our universe. Through hands-on experiments and more activities we will study chemistry (atoms), physics (energy
and matter and how they interact), biology (life
study), and astronomy (the universe). This scientific foundation gives a solid understanding of science and love of learning that stays
with them for a lifetime

4-5/6 14 8/6/2020 12/16/2020

Madame AtomJoin the Mission to Mars Wednesday12:30pm-1:30pm $500
NASA is preparing for its great adventure on the mysterious and amazing red planet, Mars! As excitement builds in advance of this
monumental achievement, A.T.O.M. Science Club will conduct a special online program that will allow students and their families to
participate in this adventure. You will learn how to use NASA online tools to explore the surface of Mars as seen through the eyes of
many scientific instruments in orbit around Mars and to see how NASA plans for future missions.

4-High 14 8/6/2020 12/16/2020

Madame AtomCome meet the Particle Zoo! Wednesday 2:50pm-3:50pm $500
Physics Fun, Come meet the Particle Zoo!

What are the tiniest bits of matter that make up both humans and our universe? Journey into the subatomic world and marvel at
different "super powers" of the particles, for example electrons, energetic particles they can pop into and out of existence! Then,
going even smaller yet, we'll learn about a very quarky group. This study of quantum mechanics, the "tiniest bits" of matter, is
guaranteed to leave a "huge impression"!

4-5/6 14 8/6/2020 12/16/2020

Terri ChatsinchaiASL1 a-g Approved Wednesday TBD $280
ASL1, will build on vocabulary and grammar skills along with working on expressive and receptive conversational skills. Deaf culture
and deaf community information will be studied. The use of modeling, conversation, and classroom activities are included. This
course is for 8-12 grade students who truly desire to learn ASL. If a 7th grader has a strong desire to learn ASL, s/he is welcome.

Middle-High 14 8/6/2020 12/16/2020



A TEAM Class List (Prices are per Semester)
Online Fall 2020Campus Fall 2020Semester

Becky BeaudoinMusic Exploration Thursday 9:20am-10:30am $275
This K-1 class gives children an opportunity to explore all aspects of music, in a high energy, child friendly, age appropriate way. We
will learn basic music theory. We will work on pitch by singing songs. We will learn rhythm though movement and games. I show
instruments from the orchestra and around the world. The semester will end with a performance showing off our newly learned skills,
if circumstances allow.

K-1 14 9/3/2020 12/17/2020

Ilene  MarksBook Discussion Club Thursday 9:20am-10:30am $290
Books, discussions, projects oh my.  Students will read inspiring stories about challenges, triumphs & goals. Discussions will be
thought provoking & intriguing.  Projects creatively correspond to the stories.  Class enhances writing, public speaking, problem
solving & critical thinking skills.    Book list will be sent in advance.   Book length 30+ pages, yet contain deep, important, uplifting
themes.  Look forward to fabulous, creativity & engaging conversations.  Fun while learning!

2-3 14 9/3/2020 12/17/2020

Becky BeaudoinStories and Art Thursday 10:40am-11:50am$275
This K-1 class is all about stories, both time honored classics and new favorites. We will listen to stories, tell stories, sing songs, play
cooperative games, and create art based on these stories. Children will be encouraged to share items from home to tell their own
stories about. Through out the semester children will be improving their reading and public speaking skills, gaining social skills,
increasing their vocabulary and creativity, and building friendships and a love of reading.

K-1 14 9/3/2020 12/17/2020

Victoria  KazarianBritish Literature (a-g 12) Thursday 10:40am-11:50am$400
This class traces the development of the English language through its epic adventure stories, starting with Beowulf, translated by
Tolkien. We’ll take a road trip with Chaucer to Canterbury, then spend time with the funny, satirical writers of the 18th century. After
experiencing the drama of Frankenstein, we’ll end the year as we started it—with Tolkein, and his Fellowship of the Ring. This class
is a-g approved but also open to those on a non-a-g track.

High 14 9/3/2020 12/17/2020



A TEAM Class List (Prices are per Semester)
Online Fall 2020Campus Fall 2020Semester

Rachna PatelPersonal Finance Thursday 12:30pm-1:30pm $350
A fun way to help students understand the impact of individual choices on future life goals and earning potential. Topics covered will
include generating income, taxes, money management, spending and credit, as well as saving and investing. Students will also
engage in an intriguing “Million-Dollar Spending Project” and apply concepts learned through a quick game of tweaked Monopoly,
where students will put all their financial skills into use! Contact Rachna at 501-944-0780

Middle-High 14 9/3/2020 12/17/2020

Rachna PatelCrunchin' #'s With Math Games Thursday 1:40pm-2:40pm $350
Students will be actively involved in learning - and will have a blast! This will be an exciting class where students will learn critical
thinking and mathematical reasoning in the context of games, stories and puzzles.You will soon notice how your kiddos think and
respond to new ideas! My goal is to provide repeated opportunities for students to play games, and then let the mathematical ideas
emerge as they notice new patterns, relationships, and strategies. For more info: patelrp1986@gmail.com

K-3 14 9/3/2020 12/17/2020

Rachna PatelThe Powerful Purple Pencil Thursday 2:50pm-3:50pm $350
Hold on Tight as you learn to Write & Recite!
Turn on your imagination & create crafty projects while writing about your favorite animals! Play fun games while learning phonetics,
letters, vocabulary, speech, & penmanship. Before you know it, kiddos will end up with their very own illustrated “Great Big Book of
Animals!”
***Engage in and exciting Buzzer Trivia game on animal facts for a chance to win an awesome Safari Trophy! For more info,
email patelrp1986@gmail.com

K-3 14 9/3/2020 12/17/2020

Madame AtomHuman Evolution Friday 10:40am-11:50am$500
Human Evolution

Our planet is about 4.7 Billion years old. Life began as a single cell, when and how did it began?  How is it possible that humans,
complex multi-cellular beings, are now alive and thriving on Earth? This is an amazing story Physical Anthropologists are trying to
figure out. Come take a journey through time, starting with molten Earth, study the evidence, and come up with your own hypothesis
regarding who our early ancestors are.

4-Middle 14 9/4/2020 12/18/2020


